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F:XPLANATORY MEMORANDUM· 
INTRODUCTION  .  '  ' 
. The tou.rism industry has bee.n,. and wiil continue to be, of·great ·importance for the attainment 
ofthe. broader objectives·ofthe European Union  .. -Its main contributions to these Wider goals 
are- that:  ·  ··  ·  .  .  · .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  :  .·  . ·  ·  .  ..  ·  . 
tourism  creates  jobs  and  wealth  and  it  will  become' increasingly _importan.t  in tbis '' 
respect~ 
,tourism generates .jobs' rapidly· and' atlow relative cost; 
tourism  giv~s employmen/~pportunities for _varied  groups, such as wome~  and ;oung, 
peQple, which may in some way be at a disadvantage;  .·  · 
tourism helps to  achieve  economic ,and sotiaf cohesion, and often gives .less developed 
and peripheral. regio-ris  a real  opportunity to progress in  economic terins;  ~  ' 
~  ~  .  .  . 
. tourism  c,an  contribute  to· the  protection  and  enhancement  of  the  natural  and 
cultural, environment; 
:tat~rism  brings  Europeans·  together;.  breaks·  . do\vn  barriers  . and  ·consolidate~ 
European identity and vision. 
:By the end of the decade,' in.temational arrivals ·will increase by,around 100 miilion;:m'aking 
tourism  th·e· world's -largest  industry(
1
J. 'Europe continues to  be the. principal  destination .in 
global terms.  Directly it employs over nine million people (6% of the ·labour marketf and 
indirectly in  any  millions of  others. Jt represent~ ail average of 5.5% GD.P  and one third of 
·service  exports. This fevel ·of acl~ievem(mt reflect's  a  long-term market position of global 
dominance.  Europe's  histoiy, ··culture, ·landscapes  and  peoples  have  created · a  powerful 
attraction  drawing vast  numbers. from  other countries.  Th'ese  visitors· have added to  hi'gh 
numbers of Europeans who have traditionally been great travell~rs throughout the Contiri~nt. 
However, t\le threat from  gro~ng  competition has become increasingly evident and Europe's 
. market  share has  Steadily eroded over 'the  last  20  ye,ars.·  Destinations  such  .as  those. in 
··south and East Asia, and the Am~ric.as are becoming it1.creasingly .competitive offering top 
qualitY  infrastructure, facilities and: service.  In  some cases Europe's ,response is-.a higher co.st 
product ·of inferior. quaJity.  A  number of problems rehitlngto quality  and professionalism 
, ,  require both -immediate and  ~onger:.term action.  These. problems have be~n caused. by: · 
(I) 
.complacency due to Europe's status as the predominant destination since the_ industry's 
rapid~  wowth began in the 1960s;  . 
historically a lack of recognition Within government of the irripo'rtance of the industry; 
.  ~  ,...,_  - .  .  . 
outdated facilities and poor  infr~structure  req~iring wholesale ~egeneration of particular 
'types of destination;  '  .  .  '  '  .  . .  ·. 
.  ' 
a diverse and  highly·fragmente~ industry,·  most of which are SMEs, often resultirig in· 
-:-less  coherent policy formulation and ineffective coprdi11ation  at many levels;. 
a t.irge number of  ~ub-sectors which. have_ historically not worked together in  theniost 
· effective manner·  .·  .  ··  ·  · ·  · ·  .  · .  ·' · · ·  ·  ·  ·  .  ,  .  \  .  ·'  .  ' 
. WT(), IntemationaJ Tourism  Overview~Highlights 1995, ¥adrid, 1996. 
2 over-concentration· in  terms of both the  products offered and the destinations Terved 
leading  to  standardisation.  of  product,  over-development  of  certain  areas  and 
under-development of  others~  · 
limited use of strategic planning and lax development controls with consequent negative 
impacts on often fragile  nat~ral and built environments; 
a  short-ten~ investment culture. which. has served to reduce the ability to plan tourism· 
strategically in the longer term;  · 
poor training  provi~ion and a lack of an  industry image. 
As  tourism occurs across  borders a number of these  problems clearly  have  a Community 
dimension, both in terms of tourist flows and destinations. This is continually accentuated by 
improvements  to  intra-European  modes  of travel  ("reducing  distances");  new  tourism 
·company  ownership  patterns;  new technology  allowing  greater product  choice  and  other 
factors relating to the completion of the single ll)arket.  · 
In this centext  -it is  acknowledge~ that all  Member States .to varying degrees are  concerned· 
by the evolution of European tourism and that there is a clear need at local regional, national 
and  European  levels  for  action  to  address  the  issues of quality.  and competitiveness. Jt is 
important to  point out that many of the current policies, programmes. and initiatives of  the. 
Community· contribute to  the development of tourism in different respects, for instance: 
. -
-· 
· the Internal· Market, 
coml)etition policy, . 
environment policy, 
regional: and cohesion policies~  . 
transport policy, 
education and training program~es, 
consumer policy, 
culture, 
research and development programmes, etc .. 
While having all due regard for the principle of subsidiarity and acknowledging that primary 
responsibility and overriding competence for tourism in  all its operational aspects ·rests with 
the  Member  States  and_ private  operators,  Community-level  inputs  have  the  potential  to 
provide significant added-value, especially in  the .following fields: 
- collection and .dissemination o(  research on tourism numbers, expenditure, trends, value 
· of the industry, etc.  at the European level;  · 
provision of market research such as that on  existing and emerging third Qlarkets and 
other technical studies. where there is a recognized pan-European need; 
.  .  . 
promotion of a  legislative, administrative  and  financial.  environment to .enhance  the 
development of tourism;  · 
consultation and cooperation with.the Member' States· and the industry and in partnership 
with relevant bodies and public administrations;  ·  ·  · 
3 .. 
implementing specific  innov~tive actions which address particular t~chnical-is;ues; 
.  ~  . 
producti~n and dissem'ination of guidance on go()d practice, stimulating networking ~d 
transfer -of know.:.how.  ·  ·  · 
.  Given the proble~s  'facing the ind~stry m~ntiori~d ·above; together with· the opportunities for_ 
,  - Europe  inherent ·with  the  approach·· of die  Millennium,  the_  Commi~sion is submitting  its 
proposal for the :first Multiannual Programme to Assist Tourism 1997-2000.  · 
.  '  '.f 
swrtoN· L  cONTEXt A.Ni> scoPE ·  ,- · 
.  The present-·proposal relates .to  the Commission's work programme for 1996 which .refers to 
·."Community action in support of tourism to stimulate· quality and competitiveness"<
2l:'  ~-~  ~  .  .  . 
. The preserit proposal  is. s~t in  the context of ·the  progn~ssivespecific involvement . ~f' the 
. Community in  to~rism-since the e·arly  80s(J).  ··  ,  ·.  .  ·  · .  _  . ·.  · 
It seeks  to .ensure  COI).tinuity  or'  Comm~ity-a'ction  in  this  field  whilst; ~t the  same time, 
rationalizing  and  deepening  .it .  by  t3.king  greater  account  of European  tourism  as  a  . : 
. phenomenon with. a major economic and socialimpact<
4>:  ..  .  _-.  .  .  . 
.  ;  :  .  .  .  ~  '  '  '  •'  .. .  .  . 
It is justified :in that Community actions to  assist European tourism; in  ~ccordance with the 
p~irtciple  of .  subsidiarity, . are . in . the.  interest.· of -bot~  the  European·. Union . and  .  the 
Member States and respond to· the expectations of both the industry an4 the tourist. .  ·  ·  ' 
All actions provided for in ·this proposal have a common denominator: tl)ey are n:oi; or cannot 
be,  satisfactorily ._undertaken  at the local, regional or national level. .In  addition they aim to ' 
..  make ·other Community··m.easures  more  cohesiv~. All  the actions proposed will  give added 
· value·.  .  ·  .  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  · · ·  -:-- ·.  .  · · .  1  : 
The p~oposal integrates the results of the consultation on 'the' Green- Paper on  the role of  the 
-_·Union in the_ field of tourism<
5l, presented and·discussed atthe Forum on European Tourism 
on 8 December) 995<
6>,  and  ~akes account of the evaluation of the Action Plan based on an 
independent evaluation by  an  extemal·c~nsultant(7).,  ·  · 
(2) 
.  (3) 
'(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) ·. 
COM(95) 512 final  of 10  November 1995, p.  29.  .  .  •. 
. Council  Decision 86/664/EEC establishing a consultation and cooperation procedure in 
the. field  of·.  toti~ism  of  22  Dec~niber 1986,  OJ  No· L  384,  31.12.1986, ·p.  52, 
Cpuncil Decision 89/46/EEC on an Action Programme fcir  aE~:~rop~an Year of  Tourism 
of 2 i  Decembe~ 1988; OJ  No .L  17, :?1.1.1989, p.  53. Council Decis·ion 92/42l/EEC of 
13  July  1992 on 'aCorrimunity :Action. Plan to.assist Toufisin;.OJ N~ L:23J, 13:8:199:2.; 
ti-26.  .  .  .  ...  .  .  .  . 
.  Cf.  Eurostat-DG  XXIII,  Tourism  in. Europe,  Office  for  Official· Publications of the 
.. European Communi'ties,.Luxembourg, 1995  and Tourism. in. the European Union  c' Key .. 
figures  1.994-95,. Office  for  Official  Publications ·of  the ;  European  Communities. 
Luxembourg, 1996..  ·  · · 
COM(95)?7 final  of.4 -April  1995.  · ·  ~-
~e~- DG X~III 'working document,'  C~nsultati_oii on  the  basis  or' the Green  Paper--
A further step towards recognition of Commimity action  to ·assist tourism, Fotum on 
European Tourism, 1995.  .  . 
Report·onthe evaluation ofthe Action Plan. to  A~sist· Tourism, COM(96)  L66  final. 
.4 
..... 
r  '  .  . . 
J 
.  ( It is  in  line with the conclusio-9s of the report of the Commission to  the Council on  civil 
protection, tourism and ener!:,ry,  which specifies that action in this field "could be stepped up 
within the existing framework of the Treaty"<KJ_  .  _ - - -
It provides  an  answer  to  many  of the  requests  made  by  the  European  Par1iament<
9l,  the 
Economic  anq  Social  Committee<JOJ  and,  more  recently,  the  Committee of the  Regions0
1), 
which  have highlighted  the  growing  attention: paid  to  tourism, 'to· be  seen  in  the  light of 
concerns  expresse<Lever  more  forcefully  by  tourist operators in ·the  face  of the challenges 
posed by  growth and employment. 
It also responds to .the needs of the tourist and the protection· of  natural and cultural heritage. 
The  present  proposal,  Which  is  based  on  Article  235  of the Treaty,  seeks  to  establish  a 
multiannual  Programme  to  Assist  European- Tourism  (PIDLOXENIA),  for:  a  period. of 
four-years beginning on  1 January 1997. 
Its ultimate obj_ective is to stimulate quality and co~petitiveness of  European tourism,in order 
to  contribute to  growth and employment. 
ro ensure a focused approach and a coherent set of  actions, this objective is broken down i~to 
four  intermediate. objectives  and  seven  immediate  objectives,  presented  in  the following 
programme  m~del. 
This  t8Qle  ~Ulistrates the  proposed  programme,  in· relation  to  the  compleme~tarity of  -the ' 
objectives anq ~e  close link b_etween objectives and- corre.sponding actions. 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
See- SEC(96) ·496 final  of i  April  1-996~ p.  6. 
See the Resolulion on to~rism in the approach to the year 2000 (OJ No C 44, 18.1. 1_994, 
p.  61 ),  the Resolution on  the report from  the Commission on  Community  measures 
affecting  tourism  (OJ  No  C  18,  23.1.95,  p.  159)  and  the  Resolution  on  the 
Commission Green  Paper  on  the  role  of the  Union  in  the  field_  of  tourism 
(EP 21'5.09l/final) adopted on 25  January  1996. 
See  the  own  ·initiative  opinion  on  Tourism  of  4  August  1994  (CES  453/94  ), 
OJ No C 39\24.9.1994, and  the  Opinioh  on  the  role  of the  Union  in  the  field  of 
tourism (CES/976/95), d) No  C 301, 1J.ll.l995, p.  68. 
(II)  - See the Opinion on the Commission Green Paper on the role of the Union in the. field 
of tourism of 16  November 1995_  (CdR 376/95). 
- - .. 
5 :PROGRAMME MODEL 
-~~-~~-u~-~~·--m  __  · __  ~-~~~--~-~~mne~·--dm  __  m~~L-~--'m~m~e-dm~m- ____ --~~L·--~~A~aw  __  ·_n_s __  ~~  _  objective  _  ·  objectives  objectives  -. .  _ 
' 
A:  Improving  1.  Developing .  · European statistics! 
_  kriowledge in the ·  tourism related  system .for tourism 
- - field of tourism - information  ·_SurVeys, studies_· and , . 
- desk/field analysis . 
_. 
-.  2.  Pooling t~urism  European ~research ani:! 
·- information from  documentation network. 
'  other sources  on tourism  -. 
/  ~ 
--
3.  Facilitating the  · Establishment of· a 
assessment of ·  legal and fina'nc;ial  -. 
-- Community  'watch  -· 
- measures 
-
!'  affe~ting Tourism·_  .  ·-
·,.  ' 
..  B. · Improving the  1.  .Reinforcing 
I  Organization ·and  -. 
legislative and  - cooperation with  -
follow up of regular 
financial  ·  ·  Member States;  meetings  . 
I.  environment -for  -· 
..  the industry and  - (technical/thematic 
tourism  ·other  . meetings, round-tables, 
-
stakeholders  .  European fora) 
.. 
'- ·.  -· 
Stimuiating  C.  Raising quality in  1.  Promoting  · Local initiatives network 
quality and  sustainable 
r. 
-- European tourism  · Environmentally friendly 
competitiveness_ 
I'  I  ·•  • 
tourism  _management systems  -
of European  .,_  European Prize 
tourism, in  order- 2.  Rem'oving  :  Identification of  .. 
to  contribute to·  obstacles to - -- obstacles and 
growth and  tourism  . development of 
emplqyment 
-
development  - appropriate responses  - - -
.  [). Increasing the  '1 .  Promoting_  ·  Support for 
number of  _Europe -as a  multiannual prom-otion 
tourists· froiTI third  tourist destination  campaJgns 
.  countries·  __ 
!--'". 
6 The programme  is  concern-ed  with  catalytic  actions  which  complement and S\Jpport  those 
undertaken ~thin other Community polices and programmes
02
l (see table below), as.well as 
measures taken at national  levet<L~l. 
Compliance ·with  the  principle  of subsidiarity  is. further  guaranteed  by  the. definition  of 
. selection criteria designe.d to prevent measures.which do not ensure Commun_ity added value. 
Partne;ship, cooperation, and consultation with the member· States and· the tourism industry _  . 
are fundamental to the success of the programme.  .  ·  .  . .  : 
<l2l  . See  An~ual reports  of the  Commission  on  Community  measure's  affecting  tourism~ 
COM(94) 74 final of 6 _ApriJ-1994 and COM(96) 29 final of  5 February  1996. 
See Annual reports of OECD on tourism policy and international tourism: 
(13)· 
7 ; 
(- ,, 
COMMUNITY ACI10NS IN FAVOUR OF TOURISM 
.  .  ''\  ' 
Inte~  objedives  Actions under other Collll1lUI1ify policies*  ComplemelUaly Actions 
of  the PHILOXENJA Pmgnuilme  oflmeftst to Toudsm  '.  {Miildanimal Tomlsm ~gimmne) 
A.  Improving· knowledge in the field of  tourism  - Collection. and dissemination of  hannonised statistics  - European statistical iystem for tourism . 
- ·(Working Piogramme on Conuhunity Statistics)-Council  - Sw·veys, studies, desk/field analysis 
'·  '  - Directive on tourism statistics (ECU 4.5 million 1995- ·  - European rese~cb and docum~tation network on 
1997) 
"  touriSm  . 
'  - \ 
: Legislative and fmaricial.~atch 
B.  Improving the _Legislative and Financial environment  Various EC policies and'programmes (i.e.  conilumers,  .  - Orgaruzation and follow up of regular meetings  with 
·  <for tourism  ·  . internal market, environment, 1ransport, employment;  member States, industry and other stakeholders  -
.education and tnunirig, R&D)  ,  ·  (teclmicallthematic meetm,gs, ·round tables, European 
'  struCtural funds,  (ERDF objective  I: ECU 3 313 million  ·'  .·,  fora) 
\ 
for 1994-1999, Objective 2: tcu  491 million for 1994-
., 
' 
·  1996; Objective  .5  b:  ECU 788 million for 1994-1999 
,·, 
\ 
.(EUR 12, of which ECU 462 million from ERDF; the  '·  ..  .. 
rest from EAOOF), Objective 6:  for-1995-1999- ·  . 
I 
(ECU 34.9 million), ESF: 360 million for 1994-1999) 
'  I  .  '  .. 
Comm~  Initiatives (**)  .. 
c  .. Raising 'luality in European touri~ 
C.l.  PrOmoting sustainable tourism  - 5th Community Actiqn programlne'  on the Environment,  .  - Local initiatives network . 
I."  •  '  .  ~  '  .  - · LIFE (total budget ECU 40<lr!tillion  ), coastal zones and  - Enviromiientally friendly management systems 
' 
.  .  . 
-Euro~anP~e  - '  tourism (ECU 6SO  00 in 1994)  · 
- research· projects. on Env~nmental  protectio11- and. 
'  -- .  conservation of  the European cultural heritage 
(ECU 4.419 million in 1994); PrOtection of  cuitural  ' 
'··  ,. 
'  ,- ,. 
1  I  •  •  ' 
?  heritage ,(ECU 7.195 million for 1994)  · 
I 
'  -
C.2.  Removing obstacl,es to tourism development ·.  - HELlOS II ("Tourism for, ail")  . - .  ' 
Promotion of.bcst practices  : 
-. 
.. 
' 
D.  Increasing the number  -of to-urists from third countries  ' 
·  D.1  Pi-omoting Europe as ·a tourist destination  .. - ..  - 1  ~. Support for· muhiann_ual  promo~on campaigns 
\  ' 
L__._._· _______  ._ 
-------
-~~  - - -- -
See Report from the Conim,ission on CommuDity measures affecting Tourism COM(96) 29 fmill of 5 February 1996. 
u  ~e  majority o(Community initiatives, except RETEX,: consider tourisrl} relevant measures as eligible for silppo~ 
. ' 
/'' 
'  8 
---- . ---- .....  _  _... ___ .  ..._..._ 
•: 
,,  I  Addedvabie  ,. 
- ·COmparable, timely, more accessible and 
'user-friendly data and information 
- Exploitatio~ of synergies . 
· - bDprove impact of Co~~  mea.Sures 
affecting tourism . · 
- . Improve European cooperation and  ; 
-
consultation  . '  . -
- Raise awareness on community measures 
'  -
affeCting tourism 
- Stimulate .complementarity of ~ons 
,. 
·,  . 
-. 
'•' 
( 
· - Effective implementation of  the concept of 
. sUstainabilitY, transfer !Dd dissemination of 
: best practices  i 
- Raise awareness on the 'issue of sustainable 
I  •  •  ' 
development  .. 
_, 
- Faeilitate mobility, promote solidarity. 
- Transferring good practices 
' 
.. 
.  j-' Pro",note attractiverie8s of Europe as a tourist' 
..  destinatio~ alongside n;ruonal CaiilPai~  _· _· _· _ In  order to ensure their efficiency, the actions planned under the proposed programme give 
pride ofplace to operating in concert as a principle and partnership as the operating method: 
The proposed actions focus ori 'the technical approach, with the aim of: . 
·' 
·enabling surveys  and  common jnterest studies  to  be  carried o'ut for  the  benefit  of 
·European· touri,sm~  · 
promoting exchanges of experiences and good practice, both among responsible public 
authorities .and among tourism operators in the Member States; ·  · 
encouraging  operations·  and  projects  of  a  European  dimension  which  are  of  a 
demonstrative character and clearly prove exemplary  Europ~an-wide. 
In order to ensure a sound and efficient management of  the programme, the Commissiop will . 
rigorously evaluate all the measures undertaken. The Commission will select indicators<
14
) to 
. ensure effective implementation, monitoring and evaluation throughout,  ~~:amely: 
. analysing the effectiveness of  actions taken notably on the ba,;;is  ~f  cost/benefit criteria; 
:strengthening procedures relating to the selection and monitori_ng of~dies  and projects; 
using  performance  indicators for  each  type  of action  _planne9,  in  relation  to  the· 
·objectives to which it referS. 
ln. addition,  ~nte~ediate  ~onitoring and final evaluation reports -will  be produced, the latter 
based on an external source. 
The reinforcement of  the consultation process (involving both the Member States, the industry 
and ·other  concerned  partie5)  shall  also  contribute  to  a  more  transparent  and  effective 
mo_nitoring  and implementation 9fthe programme. 
SECfiON  .U..  OBJECflVFS AND PROPOSm ACfiONS 
. A.  IMPROVING KNOWLEDGE IN THE FIELD OF TOURISM 
.  . 
Accurate information is clearly required to enable correct decisions to be taken,' both in  terms 
of investment by the private sector and the development of policy by the public sector. This 
- is  especially. the  case  in  tourism  given  its  continued  ra})id  growth,  its  volatility,  the 
transnational  nature  of the  industry  .and  the  potential  of its  impacts  (both  negative  and 
positive).  Much  of the  current  information  often  remairis  dispersed  and  is  still  neither 
.  adequately disseminated nor fully exploited. The·effective dissemination of  data once gathered 
is also a priority for this programme.  ·  -
In· order  to  impr~rve knowledge  on  European  tourism  a  diverse  range  of information  is 
required.  This includes: 
(14) 
comparable statistical  data to  enable accurate tracking  and  analysis of pan-European 
toUrism· figures, expenditure, flows, trends, tourist types, etc.; 
.  market research to identify and assess existing and emerging market opportunities; 
research based information of a technical nature to assist with the development and/or 
· .management. of tourism; 
For  a  detailed  presentation~ see  point· 9.3  of the  Financial  Statement  annexed  to 
.  the proposal. 
9 ·,.  · · • . , :,. , ;r:;  ....  _;.} r · -~·;apph  ed::inmormaiio'm:of!a',technical :nat.ure ;o,n:n:mrre'nt goo  a practice;. management ·issues, 
.  ··  ·'demonstration projects, new ways of working, 7tc.;  ' 
consumer based information on quality requirements~ tourism business performance; etc .. 
. This inforrriation is required for a: diverse gro·up of  ~ectors and bodies within'tourism. These 
. ·  ·include ministries, national tourist organizations, regio~al and local authorities, private sector, 
·  tourism trade associations, universities and research establishments;~ and so forth. Much of  this 
type of information is not yet availa~le at  European· level.  .  .  . ....  . . 
An  i~provement in knowledge of tourism at  Europ~an level' will  make it easi~r to  analyse 
tourism as a broader phenom.enon, ensure the integration of relevant. information, and allow 
for a systematic asses~ment of Community me.asures affecting tourisrn.Throughothis type of 
.  comprehensive approach the Commission can improve the effectiveness of its tourism related 
activities and provide decision makers with a better understanding of  tourism issues. A central 
element to this information role is the dissemination of the information obtained.  .  .  .  •  .  .  .  .  A  . 
A. t. Developing tourism· ·related informati~n  >. 
The work undertaken since. 1990 by the  Commission, in coopenition  With  EU ·and EFTA 
Member States  has  resulted  in  significant  progress,  first the  development of statistical 
indicators  for  toufisrrr  and  second,  on  the _establishment of a  specific  Community-wide 
statistical  framework.  The  1995·  Directive(!~)  on ·the  collection  of statistical  information 
pro\lides a basis for a European  statistical system for tourism:.  This-Directiv~ ·is now. being 
implemented with the support of  the Commission by Member States  .. It is proposed to further 
develop this by making the data more accessible and user friendly: In addition ·a new annual 
tourism survey will be incorporated into 'Eurobarometer' and this will  prov.i~e further general . 
data complementing that provided by the Directive. Further research ·witr be produced where· 
appropriate after  a  further analysis of  ne~ds and  in.. partnership  with  the  industry .  bodies 
concerned where relevant.  ·  ·  ·  · 
. Action.· · 
• Consolid.ati9n of the European statistical  System for tourism,  .improving the availability 
of reliable and up-to-date statistics. .  · 
·oe~elopment of surveys, studies and desk/field ~alyses, taking irit6· account the·rieeds 
of the tourism industry.  ·  ·  · 
A.2  Pooling tourism information from other  sources 
Many organizations are involved in 'the provision of technical  t~urism information.  This is 
produced .  by  local/regional/national ·tourist  organizations~  riationai/Europeart ·professional· 
.  associations, major companies, research c~nters, experts associations, ~ocumentation services. 
and international· organizations such as the .World Tourism Organization; the OECD, Unesco 
and  'the·~ouncil of Europe. Effective access to and dissemination of much of this information 
can· be·difficult and so it do.es ·not always benefit a Wide public, It is proposed to establish a 
· ·  European Resear<,:h  and Documentation: Network to  colle~;:t existing information, arid_ provide 
··a means to disseminate thi~ more Widely. This Netwo~k  w~uld  be charged with the follo~ng 
types of activi!_Y:  .  ·  ·  ·  · 
developing a  c~mprehensi~e database of tourism related publications and oth.er. 
information;  ·  · · 
-
·providing a reference point for  ~~  EU inform_ation on tourism;· 
·  {1
5
)  OJ No L 291,  ~12.1995. 
10 distributing other relevant information in agreement with relevant participating bodies; 
providing an advisory service for those seeking specialist advic~. 
The Network would gather together a rfUJge of providers and via electronic and other mean~ 
allow for the better dissemination of  res~arch to all .interested parties: Sp.ecifically it "'::'ill:  .  .  ~ .  . 
assist .in  the idimtification pf issues  which  have not yet been adequately studied  and. 
allow relevant action to be taken by 'the Commission;  · 
launch further actions to address any problems identified; 
ens~:ue that research produced at Community level  is complementary, avoids 
duplication, and makes the best use of available information and resources. 
Action 
Establishment of a European research !J!ld  documentation network on tourism. 
A. 3  FaciliU~ting  .the assessment of  Community  measures affecting tourism 
'  '  ' 
Actions on tourism taken  under other Community programmes have considerable relevance 
for· the industry. However, 'as the central policy areas under which this support is given are 
often of a broader context, tourism is not alwavs considered in  the most effective manner 
possible:  '  ·  · ·  ·  · 
. Given the d~verse nature of  tourism many instruments of  Community policy have the pptential 
to affect the industry to a large degree. These effects cannot always be foreseen with accuracy 
and may serve in the long term to reduce Europe's competitive position. Coordination of the 
various programmes affecting tourism sl!.ould be continued and consolidated in compliance 
with current rules and internal procedures:  · 
· With the objective of improving the impact of legislation and instruments 'which directly· and . 
indirectly affect ,tourism this proposal provides the means to:  -
'  ' 
assess the appropriateness of any relevant m~asures and to react in accordance with the 
stan~ard decision-making process; .  ·  ·  · 
guarantee the coherence of Community measures as a whole; 
enhance the efficacy of these measures in, practice. 
The accent wilt be placed .on the collection, selection and dissemination of-information via 
~·  the establishment of a legal  arid  financial  watch enabling the Commissiop, in collaboration 
with. all the partit;ls  concerned, to closely monitor the impact of the proposals and decisions 
of the various Community institutions on the .competitiveness of European tourism. 
The nurriber and  diversity of these measures affecting tourism are sufficient grounl;ls for the 
establishment  of a  system :of this  kind,  which,  in  addition,  would  raise  awareness  on 
Community  activity  and  facilitate  strategic· decisions  by  both  public  and  private tourism 
operators. 
Action 
·Establishment . of a  legal  arid· financial  watch  for  the  systematic  assessment  of 
. Community measures. affecting tourism  . 
.II 
I 
l 
' ···<-~rr~:::•lf)j\lsurn;n:.acy;~:·community.,:actions~.for:r:impr'.ovi.fiJkthtr,...Xnowtedge·tofu:tourisni!.~lt,:;have:-~five· 
principal advantages:  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
: '": 
effective pooling of information currently avaihible at many  dif(erent levels; 
e~;isier and more accurate  ide~tificati~n of needs for f~rther a,nalysis·;. 
reduced  duplication  of effort  ~d  gre11;ter  compleme~tarity of.  rese~rch produced  at 
Community level;  ·  ·  · 
impartiality in·the production and dissemination of if!formation;' 
enhancement· of  th~ multiplier effect through eGonomies ofscale  .. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
B.·.  IMPROVING  THE  LEGISLATiVE  AND  FINANOAL  ENVIRONMENT  FOR. 
TOURISM  _ 
.B.l;  Reinforeing cooperation with Member States, the 'in~ustry and other stakeholders 
A. preconditipn ·for· increasing' the  competitiveness of Eur()pean.  touris~  is·  securing a 
"tourism-friendly" environment. Broadly. tbis can  be defined as one where the importance of. 
tourism is recognized;  where· appropriate policies are implemented, and where other related 
legislative and  financial  instruments are fully taken into account  . .  / 
'  '  .,'.  .  . 
: · The diverse mi!ure of tourism· is·  su~h: that it  i~volves different types of activities ·covering 
over  U)O  different  branches  which  channel  'tourism  spending  throughout  the  economy. 
Businesses ·range_ from  a  small  number of large multinational .companies  to  an  enormous 
number of SMEs.  Additionally tourism is subject to  certain other aspects such  as  a ..  heavy 
·.  reliance on_ the use of both public  good~ and in\rastructure. •  · 
None  of· the  players.  invoived  in  touris.m  can  therefore,  independently,· .create·  this 
"tourism  fri~ndly" environment.  Partly; success  IS  dependent  upon  the  establishment  and 
development of partnerships which cut across· and bring togf;!ther various levels and sectors. 
It is  curr~ritly often diffic_4lt for operators and organizations on the ground t()  provoke and. 
influence  these  partnerships  because of the  diversity'of the industry  and  the  often  weak 
vertical .and horizontal linkages between and Within  sectors: 
'A  culture of partriership throoghout the many  levels  arid  sectors of tourisin has on•ty)een 
·practiced successfully  in  .a  limited. fashion· and has yet to become a Widely  used principle. 
Clearly  there  is a  need  to  stimulate  ..  cooperation  and  coqrdination  given .  the  many  bodies 
. involved  and.  the  potential  {or  synerg}<._if  th,ey_  were .. to< work  together  with  greater 
effectiveness.  Transnational  partnership~ offer a  real  opportunity to start' this process on  a . 
. . 'European, scale.  In particular this proposal seeks to dev:elop the following:·  · : .  . 
.  -~  l  •  .  ~  .  •  . 
an _extension of  the functiori  ~f  the Ad~isory Committee which was  established in  1986 
to facilitate information exchange; consultation and cooperation; SO that it Call assist the. 
Commission in .the  imph:~mentation .of the· programme.  · 
/  f  '. 
regular meetings on established major parts of the industry,; to promote public/private. 
partnership actic>ns  at national, regional and JocaHevel;  ·  ...  · 
topic specific; meetings with representatives o-f the imiin European organizations and/or 
leading companies in  Europe; on  technic3:l. matters; 
· specific. working  groups,  draWing  together  experts  from  different  bodies,  to  _ensure· 
effective technical assistance in  the  implemen~ation of elements of this Programme. 
12 
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··:.· 
.)'. .  .  . 
This framework aims to depart from the sector specific approach common in  tourism and giv~ 
the opportunity for those involved to combine efforts with greater effect and find solutions 
to_ current problems.  In addition this type of cooperation can offer real  prospects of  tac~ling 
c<>mmon  issues which are found across many  or all  Member States.  When this _approach  is 
combined with. expertise from the Commission and other specific acti.ons contained in this and 
other Programmes the positive effects  c~:ml~ be considerable. 
While this programme is concerned ·primarily wi'th  the 'competitiveness of European tourism 
there is a need to. address other wider issues, such as that relating to so called ·:sex toufism", 
which continue to have a negative effect on the image of the industry.  -
In this  respect,  and given  the  grave  concerns felt  in  the  international  ~ommunity by  the 
persistence of organized "sex tourism" involving children, particular care -Should be taken in 
drafting  and  strengthening  the  tourist  industry's  code  of  conduct  and  self-regulatory 
mechanisms against such  practices, as well  as supp_orting initiatives to prevent them. 
Action .. 
Organization and follow-up of regular meetings with the parties concerned, to reinforce. 
cooperation  at  European  level  and  to  raise  awareness  of  Community  initiatives 
(technical/thematic meetings, round-tables, European fora). 
C.  RAISING QUALITY IN EUROPEAN TOURISM 
Given the existence of  other Community policies' which have already in their remit taken iiltci 
account certain tourislll. related -issues, priority will be given to promoting sustainable tourism 
and removing obstacles to tourism development.  · 
C.l. · Promo1ing sustainable tomism  ( 
Tourism appears quite different in  comparison with other Europea,; industries. First, touris:ni · 
·  actiyities are diffused, invol"ving  every  region  of the Union.  Second,. tourist attractions  &re 
·  ofte-!1  concentrated in  certain  zones, often subject to  intense seasonal  use and development 
pressure. The successful development of tourism, notably in  terms of local development and 
job creation(
16
\  is dependent upon the ability of those responsible,' to mariage its growth. Only 
.,  . an  attractive range of services in  surroundings offering natural and cultural attractions wiH, 
·in the long term ensure, a viable tourism development. Hence, the necessity of making niuch 
more rational use of Europe's natural and cultural heritage . 
. The implementation of sustainable development in. ·European tourism is of vital imp.ortlmce. 
This issue has been specifically recognized in other Community programmes particularly those 
relating  to  environment  and  culture.  Due  note  will  be  taken  of the  'European  Spatial 
Development Perspective ('ESOP') where_ one of  the main priorities is the wise and sustainable 
management of naturar and cultural  heritage.  · 
. There is also a need here to consider the special circumstances which surround the cohesion 
countries.  This is particularly the case in their less developed. regions where tourism is. often 
identified a.S  one of the central planks of development  policy.  Due regard will be  taken 
therefore of the special needs of these regions when  implementing the following actions. 
· Strategic. and  integrated  planning  at  appropriate  levels,  together  with  the  use  of technical 
""tools" to address-particular problems, can make an  important contribution to"the sustainable: 
and balanced development of tourism.  While much research has been undertaken on how to 
progress. towards a more sustainable tourism, much now needs to  be done to  encourage the 
practical application of the concept 
(16)  See·  Commission  Communication  on  A  European  strategy  for  encouraging . local 
development and employment initiatives, OJ No  C 265,  12.10.1995, p.  3. 
13 At  i~cal.level, a range of techniques can  be  appli,ed,  reconciling tourism development ·and · 
protecti.on  of natural  and  cultural ·heritage,  which  helps 'to. tackle  the  pro.blem  of the 
concentration· of  tourism-in space· and time, In or.der to improve the efficiency of such'tools, 
attention shaJl, be paiq to:  ·  · 
,.  access to expertise developed outside the area concerned, exchange qfexperiences and 
transfer of know-how;  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · · 
regular -reporting  on  .  the  pr~ssures and  effec~s of· tourism  on  natural  and  ·cidtura.l ·. 
resources on the ba5is of permanent an_d  systematic observations; - . 
involvement of the lbcal .population as well· air the tourism interests With. the  defi~ition 
and the implementation of tourism development pplicy. ·  · ·  .·  ·  ·. · ·  . :  · 
~  •  '  1  •  '  •  •  :  '  • 
It is appropriate  therefore  to  encourage  exemplary  local' initiatives  geared towards ·sound 
management  of visitor  flows,  .while  a~  the  same  time  stimulati_ng  networking  of _these 
initiatives. This would allow for the effective transregional and/or tr~snationar  dissemination 
of best practices:  .  . - .  -
The  added  value  of these-actions.  con~ists in  the. disseminatio.n  of best  practices .and the 
.multiplier effects, which will be developed through· networking.  · 
in addition, i-t is essential to encourage i~-dividual operators- or gro~ps of operators - . to adopt 
environmental measures as far as t_heir immediate "territory" is cOncerned. Inceritive.measures 
can  encourage the  implementation of innovative  good  practice  in  the field -'of .sustainable 
tourism and,  more precisely, in  terms of en-vironmentally .friendly ·  managem.ent systems in 
·tourist accommod~tioris.  ·  .  ·  -·  _  ·  .  ·  ·  :  . - ·  .  ·  . .  ·  · 
.  Lastly, the development of sustainable tqurism will be encouraged by stimulating competition · 
amongst tourism  destinations. _  Tqe -organization  of a  .. "European  Prize  for  Tourism  and · 
Environment" (every_ two years) will help to identify the best initiatives and publicising them:: 
This  will  contribute  to  raise _awareness  of both  operators  and  the  general  public on  the -
importance of  a rational use oLnatural and cultural resources.  ·  · 
·-- .  .  .  '  "'  I  '  ' 
Such concrete aild·targeted acti~n~, although limited-tb. the fie~d of  tourism, should ensure th~ 
practical applicatiol'! of  the sustainable tourism development concept. ·  · 
Action-· 
Support for  local  initiative~ geared towards  sound  management of visitor -flows·  and  . 
· enc~iuragement of their n.etworking.  ,  · 
- t  -
Support' for  th~  impleme~tation of 'environmentally  friendly  management  systems  in. 
tourist accommodations'.  .  .  .  .  . 
Organization of  ~ "European Prize for TotH'ism and the Environment'\ (every; two years).; 
c:2 . Removing  ~bstacles to Tourism developiiterit 
'  .·- '  ..  · 
The issue of quality  is  connected with the  large variety\ of products· offered· to  the  tourist. 
Europe· has great appeal  because of. its great  diversity  of cultures, ·landscapes; history  and 
peoples.-
Duri.ng the last years  seve~at elem-ents have influenced :the  d.evelopmen~ of  tourism, such as: 
more disposable ·income,  greate~  independync~,' it-tore  leisure time;· -. 
more numerous ha'lidays of a shorter duration;. 
14 a growing sophistication as tourists explore new areas and demand more .variety in 
holiday choice and the availability of more activities during holidays;  · 
These have provided an impetus to tourism development and resulted in  a series of specific 
forms of tourism (health.  business.  cultural,  rural,  urban  tourism etc.).  Yet these  forms of 
tourism are facing difficulties for their integration into the tourism system. 
In order to remove the obstacles faced by  these forms of tourism, the actions will consist of 
the identification ofthese obstacles and the-evaluation of their. impact, opening the way  to 
the  development  of  projects  which .  ·will  provide  European-wide  . solutions  which 
are transferable.  ·  · 
·The further development of these forms .of tourism grants  a. se~ies of new  advantag~s~to_ 
Elin)pean tourism: 
satisfaction of the new.need~ and requirements of the tourists,  .  . 
solutions to the problems of the concentration of tourists in  space and time, 
· development of some regions and areas: of  the Union, 
·.  . 
-:- support to  traditional  tourism activitie_s,  and 
creation of new professions and· new services. 
Moreover  such  an·  action  can  contribute  significantly  to  the  improvement  of  the 
competitiveness of the  European tourism as a whole, both because it demonstrates the great 
variety of the European tourist products (i.e. the majority of  the Americans tourists comes to. 
Europe mainly  for cultural  reasons) and because  i.t  will help to  win  a greater share of the 
· world market (i.e.  business, health tourism).  · 
Anothe·r  issue  which  can  be dealt  with  successfully  - Community-wide  - is  the  access  of 
different groups'within t~e population (youth, elderly and disabled people) to  tourism.  · 
· In this context, it is vital to  take account of the expectations expressed more particularly by 
these "categories" of tourists with a view to  making tourism more accessible to them, since 
by  helping to  eliminate the  physical  and psychological obstacles to  mobility,  Community 
. action can help to extend tourism to  these "categories".  · 
.  '- '  ' 
The fulfilment' of the specific needs of these groups of tourists can contribute substantially ·to 
the improvement of the ·quality of European tourism as  well  as to the strengthening of the 
solidarity between the citizens of the Union. 
The action of the Community will  concentrate on the identification of the problems faced by 
these groups in accessing tourism, as well as the development of projects which will provide 
innovative and transferable solutions. 
In  both fields,  the action of the Community can  bring important added value,  because it is 
. about matters which  conc~rn  all_Member States.  It is  worthy to  underline here that  similar. 
kinds of actions have· been- undertaken  during  the  Action  Plan  in .favour of tourism,  with 
considerable success. 
Action 
Identification of  the  principal· obstacles .at  European level  faced  by  various forms· of 
tourism as well as by  specific categories of tourists.:(such as· young people, the elderly 
·and disabled  people)~ develop~ent of  app~opriate responses.  ·  . 
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D. - INCREASING THE NUMBER OF TO(JRLsTS  FROM THIRD COUNTRIES 
D.  I~  Promoting  Eu~pe  as  a tourist destination 
Measures which- address specific markets, namely promoting Europe. as a tourist destination, 
are~  important element in the effort to 'attract to-urists from third countries to our Continent. .. 
:  ·,  I  ,  '  '  •  '• '•  •  ~.  '  .'  ~  .~  •  • 
There is. ·a pro  veri .and  accepted role for the public sector in the promotion -of tourism. This 
can be undertaken at locrd, or regional levels, as well as  at national and transnational levels:- . 
The public sector finds it essentiaho provide a supportive tole 'to the pri\iate ·secto_r; primartly  ... 
hecimse·.· of the  diverse  and  sectoral  'nature  of the  industry  which  can  prevent·coherent 
'branding' or precise messages to b~·effectively established in third country markets. This role 
- . is undertaken inmost cases-by the NTO's which run their own-marketing actions.  .  . .  ·. 
'  Whilst it is entirely logical that a  functio~ of an NTO is to ·market a 'country and its regions,. · 
it is also recognized· that countries can work effectively toge.ther to market a "supra-national" 
destination. 'Europe' is accepted as such a destination by both established markets, such as the· 
USA, ail.d  others which demonstrate rapid growth, such as Japan.  -
.•  The present situation is that each Member State runs its ~wn marketing actions.'Parallel to 
· this, the European Travel Commission (ETC) pursues itspromotioJ1 campaigns which however 
· cover many more countries than the Member States .of  the Union. 
It  '-is  precisely this sitUation that could  justify .campaigns and pther supporting actions at the 
European Union l_evel,. which would highlighn~e  attractiv~ness of.Eu.rope and ·greatly benefit . 
the tourism industry of the EU.  '  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ··.·  .·  . 
The aim of anY. actions tal  en  will  not be to  replace the marketing  ~fforts of the individual. 
countries of  Europe or -present any country  specifi~ promotional material. Rather the·  aim will. 
be to draw thematically on the great diversity and pluralism of Europe and present the many  .· 
opp0rtunitie~-which exist for visitors from third  co~tries.  .  .  ·  . 
It sh~uld also  btnot~d that the. celebr~tions ·~d ~v~nts wh{~h  -~ll take placJ before  ~d·  .. 
•  ·during the Year 2000 will  provide considerable scope for  increasing touristnumbers from 
third ·countries.  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · 
. ·, 
·  The  type  of action  proposed  .can  th.er(;.'lfore ·be ·described  as  :Pr.oviding .  complement~ 
framework for both the individual actions' of Member States and  the private' sector. These 
bodies may also wish to complement the EU-wide actionsby linki11g their own promotional, . 
~fforts  ..  Action~ will be based ori the· follo~ng principles:  · · 
... : 
longer terrrt·philosophy  and commitment; ' 
~ foc~sed approach,  ~ith a small  numb~r of well -defined actions;  -.  .  .-.  .  - . 
stimulation· of industry partnerships; _ 
-.  EU, funds  wili  act  as  "seed"  money . which  will  stimulate  further- financial  support 
· (sponso'rship) and therefore· add value. 
·.  The Commission will work in close· cooperation .v.1th national tourist organizations and other 
European tourist promotion-bodies such· as the ETC regarding:  .·  '  ·  .  .  "  .  . .  .  .· 
. the definition-of &enenil· guidelines for promotion; 
development arid'i~plemen~ation of joint  operational  strategi~s; 
evalu~tion ofmeasun!s,',incltiding spin-off benefits, on o,ther  levels of  promotion ..  · 
. 16 Cooperation between the Commission and its partners should be formalised in  a framework 
agreement defining the terms of such promotion.  ·  · 
In the interests of efficiency, the Commission's participation  in  such  cooperation should be 
contingent on all  p~rtners ~greeing on a qualified-majority decision-making procedure. 
Action. 
·Support for multiannual promotional campaigns in major issuing countries and/or 
emerging zones, with the support of participating sponsors. 
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· Proposal  for· a" 
COUNCIL DECISION 
...  ori  a First Multiannual  Progr~me.to Assist European Tourism 
.  ..  . .· "PHILOXENIA" 
( 1997-2000) 
(Text with EEA relevance), 
THE COUNCIJ., OF THR EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Community,  and  in· particular 
Article 235 thereof,  ·  ·  '  · 
Having regard 'to  the prop.osal  from the  Commi~sion(
1 J, 
- - .  . . 
. ·Having regard to .the opinion of the European Parliament(
2J, 
l  .  .  .  .  .  - .  .  . 
HavinR regard·to the opinion of the Economic and Social <::ommittee(
3
J, 
Having regar,dto the opin.ion of  the Committee of the  Region~;
4 l, 
Whereas, owing to  the.gr~wing-.importanc~ and .to  th~ nature of tourism it is  recogniz~d-that· 
it can contribute to the achievement of the objectives of the Community and in particular to 
growth and employment, to  the reinforcement of economic artd  social ·cohesion and to  the 
:_·promotion of European identity;  ·  ·'  · 
Whereas .  : CommunitY  measures  should  sti'mulate  quality  and .. competitiveness  . of.· 
European tourism,  integrating  at  the  same  time' the  satisfaction  of tourists'  needs  .. and· the  . 
rational use of natural, ihfrastractu{id and cultural resources, t~us  contributing·~o- the balanced 
'and sustainable· development of tourism; 
Whereas. on 13 July 1992 the Cotmcil adopted Decision 92i42IIEEC(
5J on a Community action 
plan to assi.st tourisJI1  ( 1993-1995), which  expi~ed on 3!  December 1995;  · 
- Whereas,  in  the  framework  of  that  Decision,  the· ·commission  ha5  submitted  tq  the . 
. European -Parliament,  ·the  Council,  the  Economic  and  Social  Cpmmittee  and  the 
Committee of the Regions annual reports qn .CommunitY measures affecting tourism for 1993 
! 
and 1994;  ·  · 
· Whereas,  ~n .  the·  framework  of· that· Decision,  the  Commission  has  s~bmiried  to  the 
European Parliament,  the·  Council,  the  Economic·  and  Social  Committee  ·;md  the 
Committee of  .the  Regions  an  -eyaluahon  report,  including :.an  external  audit,  on  the 
implementation of the Action.Pian to Assist  Touri~_m;  ·  · 
J  ; 
(I)  . 
(2) 
(3) 
_(4). 
(S)  OJ No L 731,  13.8. 1992,  p.  26  ..  · 
. 18 Whereas the Commission has adopted a Green Paper on the  role of the Union in  the field of 
tourism, stimulating a deep ~and wide consultation· process, whose ·conclusions presented on 
·the occasion of the Forum on European Tourism of 8 December 1995 show that a consensus 
does exist as to  the desirability of ensuring the  continuity of Community action in  the field 
of tourism, ·the need to rationalize it and the possibility of deepening it; 
Whereas  the  European  Parliament,  in·  its  Resolutions  of  18  January _l994(61, 
15  December l994m, and  13  February  1996<
8
\  and the Economic and Social Committee, in 
its initiative opinion of l 5 September 1994(
9
)  and -its Opinion of 14 September 1995(
10
\  have 
- confirme!l the need to strengthen. Community action to assist tourism  and have called for a 
genuine medium- and long-term ·tourism strategy; whereas the Committe·e of the Regions, in 
its Opinion of 16  November  1995<
11
\  takes the view that a  more active, better coordinated 
Community- contribution is necessary to cope with the dynamic development -of tourism and . 
the  ~_scope of tourist  activities~  · · 
Whereas  it is  essential  that  there should be  coherence  and complementarity  between  the 
·actions to be carried out under this programme and the other relevant Community programmes 
and initiatives affecting tourism;  . 
WhereaS  th~. Commission  is  to  be  assisted- by  the  Advisory_  Committee  established  by 
Council Decision 86/664/EEC
112>;  whereas, accordingly, the Committee set up by Article 3(2) 
of Decision 92/421/EEC should be abolished; 
Whereas the measures set out in  this Decision, complying with the principle of subsidiarity 
established  by  the  second  paragraph  of Article  3b  of the  Treaty,  contribute  - through 
cooperation and coordination- added value to efforts pursued by interested parties at  the local, 
regional, national .and international  level, thus allowing European -tourism  to overcome its 
· w~aknesses and to exploit its vast potential; 
.  . 
.  .  .  .  .  I 
Whereas the improv:ement of knowledge in  the field of tourism should be ·fostered by the 
Community in order to enable decision makers to improve the planning of  their strategies and 
to assess the impact of their implementatio.n; 
Whereas a  legislative  and  financial  environment conducive  to  tourism  should be. secured, 
through· reinforced cooperation, in  order to  foster the performance of European tourism; 
. Whereas  quality  in  European  tourism  should  be. enhanced  by  the  Community  through 
innovative: schemes and incentives, with a view to the promotion of sustainable tourism and 
to the removal of obstacles to  its development;  ·  · 
Whereas the promotion of Europe as a tourist destination should contribute to an increase in 
the number of tourists from third countries; 
Whereas,  due  to ·the  importance of tourism  for  the  associated  countries  of Central  and_ 
Eastern Europe  as  well.  as  for  Cyprus  and  Malta,  this  programme  is  to  be  open  to 
those countries;  · 
(6) .. 
"(7). 
(K) 
(9) . 
(10) 
(II) 
(12)  . 
-
OJ No C 44,  14.2.1994, p.  61. 
OJ  No C  18, 23.1.1995, p.  159  .. 
OJ  No C  . 
OJ No C 393, 31.12. 1994, p.  168. 
OJ No C 301,  13.11.1995, p.  68. 
OJ No C · 
.  OJ No L  ~84, 31.12.1986, p.  52. 
19 Whereas  special  attention  will  .be  paid  to  the.' act~ons and initiatives. taken in _the  field.of 
tourism in the framework of Euro-1\.fediterranean  cooperation, as reflected in  the Barcelona 
declaration and work programme adopted on 27 and 28  No":~mber 1995;  ' 
~-
Whereas, taking into account the evalu~tiori on th~ implementation·-ofthe previous action-plan• 
to assist tourism and ofthe Community experience gained _to  date in this field, it is therefore· 
. necessary  to  adopJ  a  multi annual. programme for  a four-year  period and  to: endow it with 
sufficient resources to· attain its objectives;·  ·  .  "  .  .  _...  . 
Whereas the  'treaty provides  ~o. powers other than -those in Article 235 for the adoption of _  .. 
this Decision,·  · 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS:  {.  ·-, 
Article  l 
.  .  . 
A Multiannual Pro'gramme io  Assist European Tourism (PHILOXENIA) is  hereby  adopted 
for a  period of f()tir years from 1 January 1997.  · 
··.  Article i 
1.  . The. progra~me  referred to  i~ Article l, 'incorporating. the actions specified in the Ahl)ex 
shall, through coordination and cooperation,  see~ generally to stimulate the quality and 
competitiveness of European tourism, in order to contribute to groWth and employment. · 
:  . .  .  .  .  . 
The specific objectives of the programme .are the following: 
·  ~o Improve knowledge in the. field of tourism;  -_ 
to  impr~ve the legislative and financial  environmtmt for tourism; 
to. raise tbe quality of  European tourism; 
•  .  •  •  •  •  '  I 
to increase the  n~rriber of  t~urists from  thi~d countries. 
·.-
2.  .  The budg~t  authorio/ shall determine the appropriations available for .each financial year.: . 
Article 3_ 
l.  .Criteria  for  granting  Community  fina.IJ.cial  aid;  -other.  than  thos~  stated  m  the 
. second paragraph ()f Article  ~b of the Treaty,. shall. inchide those relating to: 
cost~efficiency;  . \. · 
a partnership· approach, as far as possible of  tr~s-miti~na1· character;·: 
· - ·  a significant imp~ct on Com.munity to uris~ or, at least, transferability ai thi_s  ·lev~l; 
r~gard for the'principle of  s~stainable.  devel~pmen.t. . 
I  - .  . 
_2 ... · The actions shall be implemented.thrciugh coo·rdination with the national authorities and;'- . 
if necessary, With  the regional. and/or local authorities as wei( so as to take account of· 
the importance o(tourism for regional and/or local development 
·  ArticleA 
The following shall be adopted in accordance .with the procedut:e defined. In  }\rticle 5(2): 
- .  .  .  ~  .  .  '  . 
the  p~iorities for tbe selection. of'  actions~ 
20 
.. ..,. 
· .. . the procedures for the submission of requests for Community assistance; 
in exceptional circumstances, ·the Community assistance to he granted for actions other 
than those listed in the Annex, when they meet the obJectives set out in Article 2 and 
are compatible with the priorities· referred to in the first indent .  . 
Article 5 
I. .  The Commissi~n shall  be assisted by  the Advisory Committee. in  the field of tourism 
set  up  by  Decision  86/664/.EEC.  The  committee  set  up  by  Article  3(2) . of 
Pecision 92/421/EEC is abolished. 
2.  The representative of the Commission· shall  submit to the committee  a  draft of the 
measures to be taken.  The committee shall  deliver its opinion on the draft, within a 
time-limit which the chairman may lay dowri according to the urgency of the matter, if 
necessary by taking a vote. 
1. 
The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes; in addition, each Member State shaH have 
the right to ask to have its position recorded in tile minutes. 
.  ' 
The  Commission· shall  take  the  utmost  account  of the  opinion  delivered  by  the 
. . committee. It shalt· inform the committee of the manner in  which its opinion has been 
· taken into account: 
.  \ 
Article 6 
This  programme  shall  be  open  to  the  participation  of the  associated  countries  of 
Central and  Ea5tern  Europe  in  accordance  with  the  conditions  laid  down  in  the 
addi~onal· protocols. to  the  association  agreements  on .  participation  in  Community 
programmes to be concluded with those countries.  ·  · 
· 2:.  ·.·This  programme  shall  be  open  to  Cyprus  and  Malta  on· ·the  basis  of additional 
· · appropriations  in  accordance  with  the  same ·rules  as  those  applicable  to  the 
EFT  A countries being pa~ies to the EEA Agreement, in  ~ccordance with procedures to  · 
· be agreed with those countries. 
Article 7 
.E.very  year from the date of adoption of the programme, the ComJ!lission shall present the · 
principal  measures  affecting  tourism  which  have  been  adopted  or  carried · out  by 
the Community,  in  a  report  to  the European  Parliament, .the  Council,· the Economic  and· 
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. 
Article 8 
The Commission shall regularly evaluate the results of the programme. This evaluation shaH 
include wherever possible the measurable results of the programme and shall observe the 
criteria set. out in Article 3.  On the basis of this evaluation process, the Commission. shall · 
present  to  the  European · Parliament  and  to  the  Council  - and  for  information . to· Jhe 
. Economic and Social Committee and to  the .Committee of the Regions - an .interim report,  · 
. no later than three y·ears  from the beginning of the programme, and  a· final  report within · 
twelve months from  the end of the programme. · 
Done at Brussels, 
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For the Council . 
The President . ANNEX 
ACfiONS IN. FAVOUR OF EUROPEAN TOURISM 
A.  Improving knowledge in the field of tourism 
A.l  . Deveioping tourism related infonnation 
ConsoJidation of -the  Eur~pean statistical  system  for  tourism,  improving . the . 
. availabilitY of reliable and  utHo~date statistics,· 
Development ~i-surveys, studies and desk/field analyses, taking into_  acc~UI).t the 
tourism  i~dustry need~.  · 
.  A~2  Pooling tourism information from other soun:es 
~  .  '  ~  ' 
. ·  -Establishment of a European  ~esearch and documentation network 'on ~ourisril. 
A:.3 ·  Facilita~ng the _assessment of Community measures affecting  ~ourism 
-.  Establishment  of ·.a·  legal· ~d financial · ~atch  allowing  for  the  system~tic  · 
.  assessment of Community' measures affecting tourism:  · 
.  l  .  .  J  •  ~  <.  • 
.  B.·  . _lmprovi~g the legislative· and fimmcial environment for tourism 
8.1.  Reinfon:ing ·coopemtion with M~mber  States, the· hidustry, and other  s'takeholde1~· ·, 
Organization and.  foilo~-up of regular 'meetings with  the  parties  concerned, to  . 
reinforce· cooperation  at European ,-Jev~l  an& to  raise  awareness of Commimity · 
initiatiyes (technical/thematic meetings, round-table.s, European fora).  .  ' ·  .  .  ~  . 
c.  Raising quality in Europeao  touri~rii 
C.l.  Promoting sustai~ble t~uiism 
- ; 
Support for local  initiatives geared to:wards  sound manageme11t of visitor flows 
and encouragement ,of their networking.  .  .  . 
Support for the implementation o( environmentally friendly management systems 
iri· tourist accommodations.  · 
.  .. 
·Organization  of  a  "European  Prize  for  Tourism  and  Environment"  (every  . 
· two years),  · 
·.  (:2 . Removing obstacles to  touris~ development · 
Identification of the principal obstacles at European level _faced by  various fo'rms 
. ·of tourism as  well as by  specific catego'ries oftourists (such as young people, the 
elderly and disabled people),' development of appropriate responses ..  ··  · 
D.  lnc~asing dl'e  eu~ber  of  to~rists fr9m ·  thinl.  co~ntries 
D.l  Promoting Europe as  a tourist destination 
Support for multi~nual promotional campaigns in major issuing .countries and/or . 
emerging zones, .With  the support of  particip_~ting sponsors ... 
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·, . FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
1.  1ide of operation 
Proposai  for  a  Council  Decision  on  a  First  Multiannual  Programme  to  Assist 
European Tourism (1997-2000) .;.  PHILOXENIA_ 
2..  Budget headingJnvolved 
B5.- 325 · 
3~  Legal basis 
·Article 235 EC· 
4.  Description of operation 
4.1  General objective 
Stimulate quality and competitiveness of European tourism, in order to contribute 
to growth and employment.  .  . 
4.2  Period covered 
Four years:  1997-2000 
5.  Oassification of expenditure or revenue 
· 5.1  Non-compulsoiY expenditure 
5.2  DitTerentiaCed appropriations · 
Type of expenditure 
Subsidy for joint financing· (up to 60% of eligible expenses)with other sources in 
the public and/or private sector. Subsidy allocated following selection of projects 
presented  on  th~  basis  of  call  for  proposals  regularly  published  in  the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
'  ' 
Purchases or subsidies for actions (up to  100%) to be undertaken on behalf of the 
. Commission  which,  because  of their  specific  scope,  could  not  be  realized 
otherwise,  such  as  studies,  meetings,  information  and  publications  tools  for 
dissemination of results of Community activity in the field of tourism.  ' 
Expenditure allocated following selection of projects presented on the basis of  call 
for  tender or for proposals  regularly  published in  the·  Official  Journal  of the 
European Communities.  : ·  · 
The  total  amount of the  latter· expenditure  shall  not exceed 30% of the  total 
amount requested for implementing the programme. 
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·  7.  Financial impad . 
..  . 
7.1, .Method of calculating  total  cost of operation (relation  between individual  and 
total costs) -_ 
The estim-ation ohhe cost is. based on  both: the experience gained to  date in the 
implementation ofprevious financial  years as  assessed following the evaluation 
oLthe Action Plan  to  Assist. Tourism (Council Decision 92/42 L/EEC): and on a  · .. 
more rationalized use of resources following a focused approach for action .  .  ·  '  .  .  :  .  .· 
' The' ·method  of calculating  total  cost  is. ba.Sed  on  a  detailed  estimation. and 
.:  evaluation of the needs for each  of the· specific. actions·  pre~ented hereinafter, 
.  taking into accountthe specific nature apd scope of the  ~ction co!lcemed.  ·  .  · 7.2  Itemized breakdown of tost 
Commitment appropriations 
ECU million 
indicative amounts  (at current prices) 
Bn-akdown  1997  1998  1999  2000  TOI'AL 
A. Impmvlng lmowledgt> In Chr ftcld o(  Cnmtsm 
Statisii.:s. survey, sludi.:s  .0.45  0.53  0.5  0.:5.  1.980 (a) 
Europ.:an network of tourism·  0.25  0.2  o.2  0.2  0.85 (b) 
res.:arch ami do..:um.,ntation c"nters 
Legislative & fmancial watch  0.04  _p.m.  0.06  p,m.  O.l(c) ' 
·' 
B. bnprovlna lhe legislative and ftllSndal  emi1011111ent for towism 
B.l Reinfoldng ooopemtion with Member States, industly; oCher stakeholdelil 
_Organization and follow-up of  0.35  0.35  0.40  0.415  1.515 (d) 
regular meetings 
C  Raising quality in Europt'llll tomism 
Cl·Pmmoting sustainaiJie tomism 
Local initiatives on visitor flo":s and  2.0  1.0  p.m.  2.0  5.0 (e) 
Networking·  -. 
Environmentally friendly  0.5  p.m.  p.m.  0.5.  l.O(f) 
management systems 
Europel!fl Prize "TQurism &  p.m.  o'J.O  p.m ..  1.0  2.0 (g) 
environment
11 
C1:  Removing obstacles to toudsm developnumt 
Promotion of best practices  0.455  0.5  "1.0  2.0  3.955 (h) 
D. IDcrea!iiiJIIhe mlmber of  toudsCs fium 8dJd 4:ouotdes 
D,i ProlllllfiD2 Europe us a tomist destination 
Promotion campaigns  p.m.  ,:1.6  4.0  1.0  8.6 (i) 
TOTAL  4.045  7.180  6.160  7.615  25.0 
(a)  Contribution for the_ cooperation with Eurostat ofECU 200 000 x year (1998-2000). 1997 already covered by 1995  eng~gements: 
·Contribution for EurobarOmder, ten blocks of  questions (cost per question ECU 10 000) for four surveys. Anlount of  ECl.T  200· 000 
estimated for two studies per year. 12 publications envisaged in this framework for dissemination of  information, cost per publication 
via_QPOCE, on average ECU 15 000. 
(h)  Contribution for the establishment of  a network and follo'!·up ECU 250 000 fii'Sl  year, ECU 200 000 (per year) following years. 
(c)  Adaptation software ECU 40 000 as technical support tool. EXkmal evaluation_ implemenUiiion tourism programme EClJ 60 000. / 
(d)  Paper/electronic newsletter, cost per year ECU 43  7SO  (ECtl 175 000)._12 publications guides, reports via OPOCE, on_  average 
ECU 15 000  (ECU lliO_OOO).  Organization  of yearly  t:uropean  Forum  (500/600  participants)  ECU 140 000  per  year  x  4 
(ECll 560 000). Participatio'n to different major .lllional teunsm f~  (stand and seminars contribution) 12 x  ECU 50 000 
(ECU 600 000). 
(e)  Network ECU 200 000; contribuiKm to 20 major European projects (average per project ECU 240 000). 
(f)  Contribution tor ten European projects (~verage per project ECU  100 000). 
(g)  ~olll.!l far the  tw~ events:  contributiun to Member States  JUK, 'J.·,  I,  E,  D  -·  ECli 120 000 x 5;  1:  •  ECU 48 000;  others 
ECU 96 oOO  x 9, technical assistanc:e  ~.:OJISUlbmt eompany EClJ 488'000. •  .  . 
(h)·  15  EIU'OJXtan projects (on average ECU 263 000). 
(i)  Campaigns: 
ECU 8.6 million of  sponsorship to he added (total amount campaign ECU 17.2 millior.): 
I 066 ·666:contacls generated by dl!ily press (coot per contactECl-1 3)  ~- t:CU 3.2 million 
700 000 contacts geueratod-by IRagazille!i (cost '(JOf  cruitlk."t  EC\J 10)  ECU 7 million 
582 666 contacts gellel'aled by Free~  calls (cost per conla4.1 ECU ll)  = ECU7 milf .n1 (this shall represent about  10-15~:';, of 
inbound tourism from JapaR snit from USA). 
25 .  ' 
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7.3  .  Schedule. of comnlitment ·and  payment appropriations 
ECU  million 
.1997·  1998  1999  2000  Total, 
Commitment 
'  4.045  7.180  ,_6.16,0>  7.615  25.0 
appropriations 
,•  _,, 
Payment 
appropriations-
. ' 
1997.  1_.45  - - - 1.45 
1998  1.4  3.180  - - .  4.58 
1999  1_.195  2.5  2.9  - '6.595. 
2000  p~m.  1.5  2.0  '3.5  7.0 
.  ' 
following years  p:m.  p.m.- 1.260  4.115  . 5)75 
Total  4.()45  .  7.180  6.160  7.615  .  25.0 
8.  Fmud prevent;ion ~easun~s 
Specific control  measures  envisag~d 
The implementation of all  actions for .which  Community· funding. is  foreseen,  is-
launched through the publication of call for tenders arid  call for  prop~sals in the 
Official Journal.  ·  .  ·  - · 
The checking· of the 'receip_t  of projects,  furnishing  or supplies ordered or the 
·correct use of subsidies is  carri~d out by  Commission services  priorto·paymen~ 
'  :~  ' 
anq taking account of the  cont~actual obligations arid principles of economic and 
sound  financial  and  global  management  Anti  fraud  m~asure·' (monitoring, . 
submission of  intermec;l.iary  and final·n:iports, 'etc.)  form  an  integral part of all 
. agreements or contracts concluded· between the Com~issiori and ·beneficiaries of 
funds. .  ·  '  - ·  - . 
9.·.  Elements of cost..;effectivene~s analysis· 
9.1  ·specific and quantified objectives; target population 
Th~ objectives  ruid  .  actions  of the  proposal  encompa.Sses ·the  res~lts  · of both  the 
· . consultation on the basis of .the  Green Paper on the role of  t~e'-Unipn  in  the field of 
Tourism. [COM(95) 97  final~ of 4  _April_ 1995] ·and  the  evalufttion  of the ·1993~95 · 
Action Plan to· as·sist  tourism  based on  an  iqdependent evahiation  conducted by  an 
external consultant.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
. In order to· ensure their efficiency, the measur~s planned under the proposed programme 
giv.e  pride of place to  co'ncertation  l;lS  the. operating principle and· ·partnership. as  the· 
.  operating method.:  ·  - ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
·  .. in particular, ir concerns ·tri~ger and c~talyst  actlo'ns; whi~h seek  to  complement-and 
render more efficient  those  undertaken  within  the  framework  of other policies .and  · 
CommunitY programmes, as well as measures taken at mitional· and regional leveL The 
general objective and the specific objectives of this programme must be see!l  in  this 
context. On the one hand, they take account of  the r~sponsibilities of each admifiistrative 
level'of intervention and·on the other hand,' of the need to optimise the effects of  the 
actions  undertaken  beyond  the  programme -in  question: The  programme  thus  only 
represents the trigger for these numerous" initiatives. 
,  . I  . 
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.-The proposed actions focus on  the technical approach, with the aim of: 
enal;>ling  surveys  and.  common . interest  studies  to .. be  carried  out  for 
European tourism;  · 
promoting  ex~hanges  of  experiences  and  good  practice,  both 'among.· the . 
responsible public authorities and among tourism operators in the MemberStates; 
. encouraging  the  setting  up  of ·operations  and  projects  which  have  are  of a 
demonstrative character, exemplary at European scale. 
· Target population . 
f. 
·In principle,  action  eovisaged could _potentially  be  of interest" to  the  e~tire tourism · 
industry throughout the EU,  as well  as to  public authorities at national;  regional  and 
.. local level. Activities directly relating to t<;>urism  represent over nine million direct jobs 
(i.e. 6% of  total employment), 5.5% of the GDP and one third of  the exports in services. 
It  is  estimated  that  more ·then  two· million  enterprises ·are  directly  involved  in 
tourism activities. 
In this framework, and taking into accoum the human and fimmcial resources av~ilable,. 
so as to avoid a dispersion of  funds and initiatives while maximizing their impact,' the~e 
• will.concentrate on medium/large scale actions which shall involve the key players in.· 
each  of  the  domains  concerned.  ·For  example:  the  organization  of · a · yearly 
European Forum  with  the  participation  of  over  500  major  decision  makers  in 
· European  touris~ as well a5 the consultation and involvement of  the most representative 
tourism  professional  associations  and  organizations  (about  40  acting . at  the 
European level in the tourism field), shall ensure a direct multiplier effect on the whole 
c  represented population; as far as regional authorities are  ~oncemed, it is  expected that 
the  regions  which  are  most  dependent  on  tourism  activities  shall  benefit  from· the 
measures of  the plan; the particip~tion in th{ee of  the major world tourism fairs and their 
follow up  shall ensure broad direct contacts with visitors and exhibitors totalling ·over 
300 000  p~ple  ...  · 
9.2  Grounds for the  ope_ration 
In general, the tourism  indt~:stry is  characteris~d by its heterogeneity and the numerous 
actions to assist tourism by  their scattered nature. It is therefore necessary to invest in 
a programme at Community level aimed·at encouraging better coordination of actions. 
'  ;  .  .  .  .  .  .  ' 
·The actions foreseen in the framework of the proposed programme complement: 
.  .  . 
measures taken at national  level, which  in  all  Member States,  aim to  stress the 
economic and social importance of tourism, to develop structural cohesion ·and to 
encourage the professional representativity of this activity, whilst improving the 
quality of  the service offered to clients;  · 
the general  measures which  derive from  the competence of the  Community or 
the implementation  of  its  specific.  policies, (See  -COM(96) 29  final  of 
5 February  _  _199~).  ·  ·  · 
. 9.3 ·  Monitoring and .evaluation of the  operation  . 
Several types .of action  are foreseen  in  order to ensure an  evaluation of. actions 
undertaken:· 
cost/benefit analysis of actions to  be takeni 
27 .. 
reinforcing' controls with fegard t<:Lthe  selection and i110nitoring  ()f studies •. 
and pr?jects; • - ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  . 
using  ~'performance indicators" for. each type of-action planned, li1  rel'ation· 
tci  the 'sj)~Cific objectiye to' which it refers..  .  .  . 
In addition  to  this,  a 'inonitorlng  report  a~d a  final  evaluation  report  will  be 
· produced, the latfer on the ·ba_?js  of an  external audit.  , 
~  !  - '  ,I  • 
The establish1J1ent,_ sinc.e  the adoption of the  progran~me, of a .timetable/rolling 
plan  for  the  four  years  concern_ed;.  includi!1g. the  relevant ,·administrative· 
fmd ·evaluation  .steps,  shall  ensure. a better  management  m1d  ..  control  of  its •  .. 
implernentation, ·notably  in  ·respect' of  the· financial·· engagement~/paylnents 
crequired..  .  . 
. ·  / 
-The reinfor'ce111~nt of the. consultation proces-s (involving both .the Me!llberStat~s, 
th~ industry  and•·. other  concerned· parties) .sh·aJL-ensure  a·  more ;transparent  and 
effective moJHt()hlJg and implementationofthe programme.  .  ,.,  , 
'i~e- ~x ·post  evaluatio~· process .will  be  based  ot~  the  application ·of a ~:et .of.· 
objectively quaJ1tifiable i.ndicators with regard'to· results and outputs of activities 
'·  ·_to  achieve the specific objectives identified in  th'e  programme:  ' .  .  . 
Specific/immediate · 
objectives/Ac!ion~. · 
·Main fin·al  out-put 
.  ) 
.  ·. 
A.  Improve knowledge. in the field.of Tomism.  -
A. 1 Developing  to~nism ·related analyses 
Consolidation of the · 
· European Statistical' 
system~ 
Development of. 
-surveys,  , 
studies, desk field 
analyses···  .· 
1  .· 
--__,  Co~npletion·  ~f  d·ata:..~ase,on: 
~ourism <;Iemand  and supply 
basic indicatorS; Tourisni ·: 
section ·in  Eurobaron'ietcr; 
desk-field analysis itnd  · · 
market oriented reports; 
prod)Jction of . .  · 
comn1uriication tools.· 
-, 
.28 
.  .Main Petfortnance Indicators ·. 
C.Q_\l~LaM  number ofvariables, 
(at lea<>t  64) and  Cout~tries  · · 
(all EU-EFTA}included, level 
of  geograpllical breakdown 
ensured (NUTS II/I H); 
RellablliJi  margin of erro.r 
declared  (]~5%),% of total  . 
. relevant universe covered· (90%); 
Access/use: effective lJse of the  - . 
various tools:  ·  n;1mb~r and.·._ 
periodicity of plibli~ations 
(stat:  2 yearly/per yeai·, 
I  monthly; studies:  3 ·per year) 
gap· between period of reference 
and·:availability of the  _ · 
information (official s.tatistics: 
T+.9 annual; T+J monthly;-
EU ·survey  T  + 3 ).  - ·· 
..... ·' 
A.2  Pooling of infotmation o•;gi'natiitg Jrom other soul'ces 
Establishment of a 
European research ai:Jd-
documentation~  net\¥ork. 
_interactive.  _ 
network/information from 
' other reh:ivant sources 
Effective coverage (references 
.  :about. at  least 60% of  relevant 
'inform(ltion originated by  other 
sources).~ Use of the network: 
'number of participants in  the 
:networK (at l'ea..'>t  50' ·covering  at 
; least all EU-EFT  A  countries), 
· varietY· of  subjeCts covered '(by 
(type: ·60); riumber of'in-put/out-
; put "transaCtion's"  (:500}.  Yearly 
··  : assessmcnt-<)f satisfaction rate 
~-on the basis of intel:nal  survey _ 
',  am<)r~:g-uscrs. 
--Establishment-of a·l,egat:  :software·d·evelopmcnt f(wa. ,Delay·for defining and . 
. and~ financial: watch • .  ,: mQpi.toring system;·  _,  - ~implementing the. watch system, 
- · . evaluation. forms- ofthe -·  , (T + 9l Number of  dossiers cfealt 
i impact on tourism of  .  ::with. and stored (200): Other 
; EC  measures; regular  ~Commission·  services' connected 
; -reporti11:g  to_  inter~s'ervices :  ;; (all-)'  Effective use (internal,  -~: 
:groi:1p·- 'sur:vey ori satisfaction rate)  · 
'  ·  • Periodicity. of interservice·. 
· ' meetings  (4~. per year); nu~ber· 
. and variety of participants· 
. (at least I 0 services) 
B~ lmpmving.  the- legislative and financial envi nmment for tourism  -_ 
_  B.l Reinfo1-cing. coo~t-ation·_with  'mt.>-mlx>_a·  St~tt.>-s,  in~i1shy,  ·otht.>-r stakeholdt.>-1s: 
Organization: and. 
follow-up of regular 
:meetings 
. Meeting with  ~nd reporting 
-·  . lo' Member St~ttcs and the  · 
. 11_1d'ustry,. animal  reports on. 
·_Community  rni;!asures · 
· ;,ffl!cting· to uri sm. 
· orga!lization and follow-up 
: of>reglil.ar  meetings~  .  . . 
~participation. iri· inajor . 
'tourism fairs',  seminars and. 
;. c<.m fer:ences. 
-,-
,-
< 
Improvement of the·  . 
rmplcmcntati.oh  rate ;Wnatwrial'. 
' levd ot: FC ·measures affecting -
;.tourism; development· at n;ttional. 
.level. of L·:C  compatible. me<isures 
which faciiirate tourism  · 
businesses. 
Nw11ber of requests ·ror 
information; of C()IJ1Qiaints  . 
' introduce(t, and follow-up· 
: cnsmed: 
; Nwpbcr-of copies of; rcpml' 
.requested/disserninared'.  · 
~·Periodicity. of meetings 0  per 
: year wi.th. MS. and;J: per year · 
: with others)\' number· and' vari·ety' 
';of participants  (aiLEU~EFI~A.  · 
' MS; rcpr.csentatives- from at least 
: 40' orgamzations): rmpr.owtnent 
·of the; awareness otLCommunity. 
, :- measur:es affecting tourism  · 
L---~'---·--c-----=r  __________  ~--
, measured: on -the. basis-of  -ipecific 
; survey 
-c---~~-----"------------·-
29 Specific/immediate 
ob.iectives/  Actions 
Main final  out-put 
C. ~sing  quality in European tom;sm 
Network of local 
"labore~:tories" appiying 
visitor' management 
techniques 
Implementation of 
environmentally 
friendly  management 
systeJ!l~. ·· ·  ~  ... -
European Prize 
"T9urisni & 
1:n:v1 ron ment" 
Development of.innovative 
.pr~ijects, networking, 
'C.2  Removi~g  obstal'~('s to  tom;sm dt.>vt.'lopment 
Promotion - transfer of 
-best practices 
Development of innovativ~ 
proje_cts 
', 
' 
M.ai«D  Pe1foamanrf' Indicators 
.. 
~  .  .  '. 
Number of applications 
.submitted,· numbe·r and 
relevance oJ partners/area 
involved  1n  the projects 
financed (covering all 
Member States)_:  follow-up 
ensured after Community 
·  ·financial support; 
·'  .. 
.  -
~ 
... 
Number and relev-ance of 
partners _involved  in  the 
-· 
-
. 
·-
' 
.. 
- . 
proj eels fi_nruH.:cd  (co·vcJ:ing  all 
_Member  Stales), number ol: 
- ·.models ·identified/applied; 
follow-up ensured after 
.·Community financial suppol·t 
(further application of at  lt~ast '  . ' 
60!).~_ of innovative models 
identified); 
D.  btcn~asi~g.  the  number ·of tourists fmm third countries _ 
·0.1. Pmmoting Eumpe .as a  tourist destination 
Multiarinual· · 
prom<)tional  campa1gns 
·  Definition and use of 
. ma~k~ting, inforr~ation, 
promotion and 
·.communication tools 
·  .. 
lncrellse rate of internation:li 
ar.rivals/expenditures  - · . 
Sponsorship ensured in  °~o of 
total  budget (at least 50%): 
number of contacts in  respect of 
\' 
'' 
. target population ( l 0-15%). f'ost 
per contact; coverage ensured 1n 
. respect of total target area,  . , 
.complementary use. er1sored by 
national· and regional authorities 
in  the· fran1ework of their 
specific campa1g.ns. 
.) • i 
10.  Administrative expend~tm~ (Secti~m  .Ill, Part A of the budget) 
Actual  mobilization _of  the  necessary  administrative  ~esources  will  depend  on  the 
Commission's ann  mil  decision on the allocation of resources, taking  into accounr the 
number of staff and additional amounts authorised by  the budgetary authority. 
Additional request sho'uld in no way prejudice the decision that the Commissi.on will be 
brought to make with regard to the allocation of resources. 
10.1  Effect on the_  number of posts 
Type of post  Staff to be assigned to  Source  Duration 
managing the operation 
Permanent  'Tcmgorary  Existing  Additional 
12QSIS  posts· .  resources  111  resources 
the DG ·or  ·-
departnicnt 
concerned 
Officials or  A  I 0- 2'  s  4' 
ten1porary  B  2- I  I 
·staff  c·  4  3  I 
Other resources 
,..,  6  -4  ·"-
Total  16  4  IS  2 
-·····-- '-···-------·· '-------------··  -- --
'  I  '  ' 
As ·shown in the table above, additional resources should be obtained in  the following way: 
ih total six new posts in  the established pl.an  (4A,  I B,  i C)  . 
of these six posts, four can be obtained through TCE:  3A, IC. 
ln'\,iew-of. the fact that 1997 will be the last year of i·mplementation' of the TCE program. that · 
.transformation would have to be made in  1997.  ·  ·  · 
l:n  budgetary  ten~1s the net. increase in h11man resburces will. theJ:efore .be limited to t~o posts. 
10.2 -.Ove•~l financial impact of additional human reso'urres 
ECU  .. 
Amounts  Method of calculatiol)  - '. 
Officials.  404.092  I  A  X  72.77R 
Temporary staff 
-·  I  B  X  S0.74:'i 
· Other resources (indicate budget 
heading). 
(per year)  123.523 
Total  494.092  J2J.52J  X  4 
.H . 103-·lnrrea<;e in other adnlinistrative  experuJitun.~ as  a result of the  Opt~ration • 
•  •  •  i  •  • 
Budget heading 
A  2~  10  -
- A. d  vi  sory ('om  m i  Itt~(' 
rep resen tn ti v'c< from 
l\1ember- States 
(See Atticle3(2) of draft 
Decision)·  · 
A1nounts 
4_'14  S40 
' ( 1  2  ~. 1  no) · 
- Technical cori1mittee':"  ,(289.4·10) 
(Sec Annex draft Decision, 
paragraph 2} 
-i\-IJO  I  92'000 --.. 
~~~----~----~---------r~~~~~  Total  606.540 
'ECU 
Method of calculation 
()Q'i  x  I 'i''-'=  10.42'i x  ~(meetings/year) 
- 3 12  7  .'i- X  4  ,_-,  'L~  'i  I 0() 
80-1 ·x 30 -- 2-1. 120  x 
j(mcdings/ycar)  -- 72.360 x 4 ·~'"' 
280..440.  ' 
-500(avcragc _cost  pl:r  01ission) x  g  x 
12  (avcrag0· mission  p0r pcrsoi1,  p(;r 
year) _  _.  48.000  ·  · 
'48.000  X  4  ~--192.000 
L-~--------------~---~~L---------~--------------------------------
•'  ': 
/ 
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